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Visit our website www.iaph2015.org and
keep up-to-date with our regularly published
newsletter.

The Port of Hamburg, situated right in the heart of the city,
is Europe’s second largest container port.

benefit from our early bird offer. Register now!
Hamburg’s 1.8 million residents share a close bond with
“their” port. And they are not the only ones who love the
city and its port. The very special ambience of this unique
harbour metropolis, where guests find a multitude of
shopping opportunities, sightseeing options and cultural
offers, attracts more visitors each year.

be a part of the IAPH 2015. Contact us for more
information about our sponsorship packages.
We are looking forward to receiving your enquiry:
Hamburg Port Authority
Mrs Sabine Stüben
Head of Marketing & Communication
Phone +49 (0)40-42847-2208
sabine.stueben@hpa.hamburg.de
E-mail
Mr Christian Pieper
Phone +49 (0)40-42847-2622
christian.pieper@hpa.hamburg.de
E-mail
Credits: Hamburg Port Authority (1, 4, 6, 7, 10)
www.mediaserver.hamburg.de / Sven Schwarze (3) and
Christian Spahrbier (2, 8, 9), istock (5)
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City of Hamburg –
Calling at the smartPORT
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The Hamburg Port Authority (HPA) is
in charge of 300 kilometres of rail tracks,
close to 150 bridges, over 120 kilometres
of public roads, roughly 50 kilometres of
quays and embankments as well as
tunnels, locks and lighthouses.

Jens Meier, Chairman of the
Management Board
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As the global alliance of the world port community the
International Association of Ports and Harbors (IAPH),
headquartered in Tokyo, Japan, represents more than 200
ports from 90 nations.

The Hamburg Port Authority is the host,
organiser and promoter of the 29th IAPH
World Ports Conference 2015.

The management board and the staff of the HPA are excited
to be your host. Not only will we address topics of global
concern such as safety and security, ecology, port financing
and macroeconomic challenges, but we will also deliver interesting insights into Hamburg’s smartPORT concept.

The 29th IAPH World Ports Conference will take place
in Hamburg from June 1-5, 2015. The week-long conference is the premier event of the global port industry,
featuring top-notch speakers whose lectures will cater to
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some 1,000 international delegates.
top-level executives from the international maritime
industry, international port authorities and associations.
high-level representatives from the logistics industry.

The concept combines two key components - energy and
logistics. The overall aim is to become independent of conventional energy sources by switching to renewables. This
energy transition will be underpinned by logistics concepts
that will make trade flows between the quay and the hinterland yet more efficient.
smartPORT – where present and future come together
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In addition to the conference sessions there will be an attractive social programme to give participating guests the
opportunity to explore the beautiful Hanseatic City of
Hamburg and learn more about the culture and customs
of their host country.
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